c a s e s t u d y:

Corliss Landing

North Attleboro, MA

Enhancing the Aesthetic Appeal
and Performance of Storefronts
Vision: The builder, BCG Construction, wanted a durable, yet innovative
storefront window design to convey substance and integrity that is not typically
seen at industrial subdivision locations. In addition, the storefront windows
needed to complement the building’s exterior appearance, while providing
structural integrity and performance ratings expected at industrial sites.
Challenge: Stergis was presented with an opportunity to custom design
and install 22 aluminum storefront fixed windows and doors and metal
trim in an anodized bronze metallic finish to match the exterior color of the
building. The storefront windows had to be attractive and strong, while being
consistent in height and design to create a cohesive appearance. Because the
building’s stucco structure contained uneven openings, the installation posed
a challenge for Stergis to cut through rebar and precisely bend each metal trim
piece to accurately fit in the openings.
Solution: Stergis achieved the visual and structural requirements of the
project, providing the one-story building with beautiful, customized heavyduty aluminum storefront windows and doors. Additionally, the Stergis team
created a matching custom color metal trim to complement the building’s exterior, while delivering its signature performance, versatility and value builders
and architects expect. Working on a tight timeline in below average temperatures, Stergis coordinated warmer days with the builder to apply sealants and
completed the installation in only five days.
Reward: Since 1962, Stergis has provided Architects and Builders with a
wide variety of replacement, new construction and light commercial products
to meet virtually any design/build needs. If you can draw it, Stergis can make
it. Our innovative products are industry leading in quality and performance,
offering you unlimited design and size options, color palettes, and exceptional
value that are unmatched in today’s market. At Stergis, we understand the
needs of the building professional and strive to meet guidelines set forth for
your individual projects, whether you are looking for aesthetics, environmental benefits or performance ratings. Having the shortest lead time and fastest
turnaround in the region on all orders, building professionals can rest assure
Stergis will meet their project schedules. All of our products meet or exceed
building codes and are backed with an industry leading warranty, ensuring you
combined quality and performance for a lifetime.

Builder: BCG Construction –
Attleboro Falls, MA
Completion Date: January 2007
Units and Applications:
Custom color aluminum commercial fixed
lite storefront windows.
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